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Angry crab shack reviews happy valley

We were thrilled when we found out that Angry Crab Shack was opening a new location in Ahwatsukee. I was even happier when they finally did, so it was a longer trip to their location in Mesa. Their new location on Ray Road is in a large facility that has hosted a series of restaurant failures. This restaurant, however, will not fail because it is a winner. It's a lively place from the
moment you walk in to the moment you leave. Hi the hostess station is friendly and that applies to every server I had at Shack. The fish is excellent, with a good variety, with 9 types of fish, a variety of baskets, and new in this location pulled by pork and breast. We tend to start with raw oysters half shelled. A dozen costs $16 and they are bigger, tastier and cheaper than what you
would find in local grocery stores. Fish is the price of pounds. Select fish and then you have a choice of 6 sauces and 5 levels of spices. The fish is boiled in a bag and delivered to your table in the bag. This can be a bit messy and they don't provide bibs to those who ask for them. I always order shrimp that are large. Priced at about $12 per kilogram, they are good value. I take
them out of the bag and put them on the paper-covered table because they tend to continue to cook in the bag and could end up soft. You eat with your hands, but they have a few outdoor sinks where you can clean. On our last visit my wife had King Crab Legs. I think she's been spoiled at some of our favorite restaurants as crab legs are cut for her. Here she used the hammer
and other tools to get entry to the crab. She enjoyed them and at about $21 per kilogram, a pretty good deal. I tried cooked vegetables in a bag once, but were not impressed. So others have commented, you need to get here early. It's a good indication of their popularity when they reach 5 p.m and the place is almost full. $$$• Cajun/Creole, Seafood 2501 West Happy Valley
Road Building #48, Phoenix (623) 226-8880 Reviews Google Yelp Facebook Tripadvisor More reviews (152) Hours or services may differ due to COFID-19. Please contact the company directly to check the times and availability. We were excited about trying the angry Crab for a while now and longer than it lived up to our hopes. It's casual seafood: hard, paper
tablecloth/plate/napkin, no utensils (except on request), and the walls are covered with writing by patrons. Seafood and parts are aromatic and delicious. The main menu is a variety of fish and shellfish at market prices. A lot of items are seasonal, so not everything is on the menu every night. So choose seafood, choose spices: Kajun, pepper garlic sauce (or trifecta-all three) or
tamarind sauce. Now choose the spice level from 0-4. Add sausages, corn and/or red potatoes and everything goes in a bag, cooked and delivered back to you to dine on the table. And oh, my God, that's good. We had shrimp, crayfish and mussels. A king king The claw ended up in my bag. That soaked crab meat that mix boils so well was just the best bite of food I think I've
ever had. We also had half-shell-good oysters, Calimari-good, but different, hush-perfect chicken and slaw-excellent cole. They have a good bar and serve lots of beers from local sources. They also have fried seafood baskets, po' boy sliders and other items to try. They have dessert, but we were way too full to think about it. As a very nice touch have sinks and lots of paper
towels parked in the restaurant, so you can pick up from the table and wash as soon as you're done eating. Very thoughtful. The service was incredible. It looked like an army of people running to our table for two hours to give us more drinks, more food, more everything. Very nice people work there. We're going back to the Angry Crab soon. Unfortunately, this restaurant is not on
the OpenTable booking network. If you wish, we will notify you by email if this restaurant joins. Is this your restaurant? Claim this listing Skip to COMANDA ONLINE content View our Dinner menus | Lunch | Kids Manu Happy Valley Address 2501 W Happy Valley Rd Phoenix AZ 85085 (623) 226-8880 Hours: Every day 11AM-10PM With 4 out of 5 stars on Google, customers love
Angry Crab Shack! Check out some of the best reviews for our Happy Valley location: Shalee – ★★★★★ Awesome Restaurant with servers that go up and beyond. Mark was our server- he was quick with all our commands, super friendly, helpful to his colleagues. Another server in our area, Jordan, was awesome. I watched her put a bib on an older lady dining with her niece.
He helped the two break into their lobster and crab. The food was delicious. Scott – ★★★★★ was the first time that there, the whole staff was awesome &amp; the energy was great! there were also several birthday ads that was cool. they rang a bell &amp; sounded the alarm in celebration!!!! it was also the first time I eat real crab &amp; it was really good, even though you have
to work for it. thanks for the experience &amp; a fun place to catch up w/a good friend! Click here to browse all our comments! You're feeding the crowd for a special occasion? Go big and bold with a seafood cajun simmer at the Angry Crab Shack in Happy Valley Town Center in North Phoenix. We serve tasty food at the price of pounds to feed groups of any size. Traditional
Cajun seafood, shrimp, crab, and crayfish are fan favorites, but choices like lobster, clams, and vegetable tofu are delicious made for order as well. Once you've chosen protein, gravite it, spice it up, and choose your vegetables. We'll add them directly to the bag, to be able to walk out the door with ready-to-cook food. At Angry Crab Shack, we offer an optimistic environment with
satisfying delicious food. Whether you choose to dine with us or dine exclusively seasoned to go, we offer a mixture of tastes unlike any other. Host your party at Angry Crab Shack: Event Company Birthday Make no mistake about it: Angry Crab Shack is a blatant rip-off of Hot N Juicy Crawfish, a Cajun seafood concept founded in Las Vegas by a Vietnamese entrepreneur who
began its regional expansion and recently opened an outpost on Tempe's Mill Avenue.Hot N Juicy gained national notoriety when Food Network buffoon Guy Fieri anointed it , though, since then, the idea has already caught on. I was thrilled when I heard that Hot N Juicy was coming into town; It was always one of my first stops in Las Vegas. But my experience in Tempe lacked a
certain je ne sais quoi; was good, but not as good as the original. It was too clinical compared to Las Vegas, devoid of edginess, gravel, loud music and service staff consisting of most of the off-duty strippers biding their time before the night shift began. So it is ironic to find that missing gravel in Mesa, an otherwise safe-paradise of conservative values under the close grip of the
Mormon establishment. But given the amount of cold beer and Hurricane cocktails being served in plastic cups on a crowded Friday night, no one in these parties seems to care much about the church-imposed moral code. Angry Crab Shack serves up culinary hedonism in a hokey water-themed space where the walls are covered with faux fishing nets, schlocky nautical themes,
and graffiti from diners. It's noisy, dirty and definitely unexpected. It is also fantastic, a better facsimile of the concept that he copied. Click here to read the full review. Keep Phoenix New Times free... Since we started Phoenix New Times, it's been defined as the free, independent voice of Phoenix, and we'd like to keep it that way. Giving our readers free access to incisive coverage
of local news, food and culture. Producing stories on everything from political scandals to the hottest new bands, with gutsy reporting, elegant writing, and staffers we've earned everything from the Sigma Delta Chi Professional Journalists Society feature-writing award to casey Medal for Meritorious Journalism. But with the existence of local journalism under siege and revenue
from advertising obstacles that have a greater impact, it is now more important than ever for us to gather support behind the funding of our local journalism. You can help by participating in our I Support membership program, allowing us to keep covering Phoenix with no paywalls. This is the perfect place to get a variety of seafood appetizers and entrances. We're glad we
stopped! We are always looking for great calamari appetizers - not strong bread, decent sizes, good sauce. The angry crab met the criteria. We enjoyed the Calamari Tapes, which were... true, two-bit ingpieces. The immersion sauce had a good horseradish, without being overwhelming. Rarely do my husband and I order the same entrée, but on this visit, we both felt like sleeping.
Catfish is one of Angry Crab's Angry Baskets. We both ordered Cajun fries as a go-with, and while he had beans, we had cole slaw. Cole. fish was easier pane than many fillets we enjoyed, but it could have been a little thinner (I mentioned this when I tend to be able to choose off the bakery). The fries were excellent, the kind you want to keep eating, even when you know it
should stop; my husband said that beans are good; and, I enjoyed slaw cole as it was light - not strong mayo'd or fat. The angry crab offers seafood and crab boils for pounds. This is what we will surely be indulging during our upcoming visit. There are several different seafood you can select from. To make it easier to figure out the price per kilogram, images of each type of
seafood and its cost are displayed throughout the restaurant. I can't wait to try this! The restaurant's ambience is delightful -- nautical theme, large paper table cloths (to match those seafood and crabs), big-screen TV and background music that wasn't blasting. We were able to talk to each other without shouting. The restaurant allows writing on the walls, so we added our name
and date of visit, although you will not be able to choose it on the attached photo! Our server was excellent, and she introduced her replacement (we obviously visited during the shift change). We were thrilled that Terri told us that she and Emma share tips. This was good for us to know as customers that each served half our meal. I look forward to coming back! More return! More
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